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If you have a longing for the desert yet also love the sea why not try a trip to
Kuwait? Here the warmest of welcomes and the best of Arab hospitality awaits the
visitor! Westerners are greeted with enthusiasm in Kuwait and travel here is simple and safe. Visiting is made even easier by the availability of visas at the airport
for most travelers.
There are plenty of things to see and do in Kuwait - strolling the beach, taking a
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sunset camel ride, and even indoor ice-skating! (Did you know Kuwait has
an ice hockey team - the Kuwait Falcons?) The shopping is world-class, with
fabulous malls, terrific designer goods, and wonderful souks where you can
discover a treasure to take home. Dominating Kuwait City's skyline are the
famous Kuwait Towers which offer a panoramic view of the beautiful
Arabian Gulf. Don't forget to explore Kuwaiti history by visiting the
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National Museum and finding the five gates from the
ancient wall built around
the city, the first of which
was constructed in the
1760's. Located near the
museum is the Sadu House
made of coral and gypsum
which also displays the arts
and crafts of the Bedouin.
The wonderful dhows,
which are the traditional
boats of the Gulf, intermingle with sleek speed boats
and modern sailboats in the
harbors and it is easy to
enjoy the Gulf by boat or
perhaps take a ferry ride to
nearby Failaka Island. For
those that prefer an undersea
view, diving is a popular
sport here and can be easily
arranged. There are plenty
of luxury hotels as well as
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accommodations to fit any budget. The
beautiful parks and gardens of Kuwait
City are always enjoyable, and if you
bring the children there is a large enter-

tainment park and a water park to keep them
smiling. As for food, the regional cuisine is
divine, but there are restaurants for any tastes
- from Chinese to pizza, as well as great continental fare. Perhaps best of all, however, are
the smiling faces and warm welcome you will
encounter during your visit!
Just like the nomadic Bedouin of times past,
Egyptian Arabian horse enthusiasts also love
to travel and for this special group of travelers,
Kuwait is the perfect destination. In addition
to some of the finest Arabians in the world,
Kuwait boasts an Arabian Horse Center
along with an enthusiastic group of breeders
whose camaraderie and cooperation are unrivaled. When asked for an explanation of their
extraordinary collaboration, the breeders of
Kuwait give an answer which may explain in
part why more breeders have not yet paid a
visit -- Kuwait does not hold an Arabian
horse show! Sadly, many people use the excuse
of a show as a reason to visit another country
to meet breeders and see horses. But with the
stress of competition removed, a door is opened
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for true partnerships between breeders open and genuine discussions, sharing
successes and excitement, and supportive
planning for a future to benefit all of the
country's breeders. The lack of a show may
indeed be the very best reason to visit
Kuwait - you will see exceptional horses,
meet thoughtful breeders, and enjoy great
food, superb shopping and glorious views
of the Arabian Gulf. What are you wai-
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ting for?
Interest in the Arabian horse is growing
by leaps and bounds in Kuwait, and there
are numerous breeders with excellent
bloodstock who are happy to welcome you
and show you their horses. While all of
them are most deserving of a visit, following are the major farms that should be
at the top of the list when coming to
Kuwait:
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The Kuwait Arabian Horse Center
“A sanctuary, a place of serenity, where the natural
splendor of the Arabian horse can thrive in peace and
pass on this perfection for future generations.”
from the Center's Vision Statement
The Kuwait Arabian Horse Center is the ideal
place to begin your visit. Its history began in 1980
when a state owned stud farm was founded under
the auspices of the Public Authority for
Agricultural Affairs and Fisheries Resources
(PAAFR), to assist in protecting and preserving the
Arabian horse in Kuwait. The original organizing
committee decided to concentrate on the straight
Egyptian and bloodstock was soon imported from

Germany, the U.S., Argentina, Great Britain,
Egypt and the Netherlands. In 1990, thirty-five
Arabian horses resided at the Center.
Tragically, during the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait that
shortly followed, all but two of the horses were stolen or killed. During the years 1998-1999, however,
the breeding stock of the Kuwait Arabian Horse
Center began to grow in number and quality due to
new imports, primarily from the well-known breeding program of Ansata and a few other important
farms. A committee was also established and sent to
the United States to find good horses representing
different strains and families and 12 more horses
were purchased for the Center.
Today, the rebirth of Kuwait is amazing to behold -
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towering skyscrapers, fantastic shopping malls, terrific
restaurants and a thriving economy make the country an
inspiration to visit. For the Arabian horse lover, however,
the Kuwait Arabian Horse Center is perhaps the most
inspiring of all. Functioning since 1996 under the umbrella of the Hunting & Equestrian Club, its mission includes protecting Kuwait's cultural heritage with the Arabian
horse by reestablishing the historical strains and families
in this ancestral homeland. Education and assisting newcomers is also a vital part of the Center's vision, and facilities like a veterinary clinic, library and research rooms,
and fully-equipped farrier area are accessible to those who
keep their horses here. The Center has also acquired
superb stallions which are available to Kuwaiti breeders, as
well as an excellent broodmare band. Auctions of young
stock and mares have provided new breeders with a good
start in the breed, as well as generated income to purchase additional outstanding foundation stock for the Center.
Interestingly, the Kuwait Arabian Horse Center is the
only state-owned stud farm on the Arabian peninsula to
concentrate its breeding program solely on the straight
Egyptian, and the only one in the world, except for El
Zahraa in Egypt, with total dedication to these bloodlines. HH Sheikh Dhari Fahad Al Sabah, the Chairman of
the Hunting & Equestrian Club has been extremely supportive of the Center, and maintains an excellent relationship with the Arabian Horse Committee which
supervises the Center's operations.
Klaus Beste has recently joined the Arabian Horse Center
and is pleased to facilitate a visit to the Center as well as
to private breeders. His vast experience as a judge, combined with his excellent knowledge of the breed, and
straight Egyptian bloodlines in particular, make him a
superb asset to the facility. The office of Kuwaiti
Registrar, Mr. Abdullah Nayef Albraihi, is located at the
Center, and he is always gracious and willing to discuss
the fascinating heritage and literature of the Arabian
horse with those who visit. A WAHO member since
1996, Kuwait has published three studbooks, with a
fourth on the way. Today there are approximately 220
owners of purebred Arabians in Kuwait with about 600
registered horses and sixty new foals born each year.
The senior sire owned by the Kuwait Arabian Horse
Center is the beautiful Dahman Shahwan (El Dahma)
stallion Ansata Sirius (Ansata Iemhotep x Ansata
Sekhmet by Ansata Halim Shah) from the Sabah / Bukra
family. He was imported in 2003 from Ansata Arabian
Stud and is doing a superb job as a sire.
The Center is also extremely fortunate to be allowed to

use the chief sires of Ajmal Arabian Stud, owned by Mr.
Mohammed J. Al Marzouk. His senior sire, Ansata
Hejazi, who also represents the Dahman Shahwan strain
(El Dahma) through the Bukra family, is not only the
most influential sire of the Center, but also of all Kuwait.
He has contributed six daughters to the Center's breeding
program. His stablemate Shahin, an Abbeyan Om Jurays
(El Shahbaa) of the Mona-Inshass family, is also represented at the Center by three exceptional daughters.
Adnan, from the same strain and family as Shahin, also
left three exquisite daughters at the Center before his
untimely death. A new sire at Ajmal, the 23-year old Al
Kidir, a Keheilan Ajuz ibn Rodan of the Rodania family,
has also been used for some select mares at the Center,
and his foals are anxiously awaited.
H.H. Sheikha Sarah Fahed Al Sabah generously supports
the Arabian Horse Center by allowing the use of her charismatic stallion Ansata Osiron who is from the Sabah /
Bukra family of the Dahman Shahwan strain. He has
already left his mark at the Center with four lovely daughters. Another young, but extremely promising stallion of
the same strain and family, Sinan Al Rayyan, is available to the Center through his owner Mr. Talal Al Mehri
of Al Jazira Stud. His foals from several mares at the
Center are also eagerly anticipated.
Mares owned by the Kuwait Arabian Horse Center are
from three primary strains: Dahmeh Shahwanieh of the
Bukra, Halima, and Bint Bint Sabbah families; Abbeyan
Om Jurays, El Shahbaa family; and Saqlawi Jidraniah Ibn
Sudan of the Om Dalal and Rayana familes.
When visiting the Kuwait Arabian Horse Center, as with
most farms in the region, the horses will generally be presented in family groups - a splendid way to evaluate a
mare line and the influence of the various stallions. From
the Dahmeh Shahwanieh (El Dahma) strain, Sabah /
Bukra family, comes Latiefa (Hamasa Khazzan x Hamasa
Tarifa by Farag), who represents the German Egyptian
lines of Hamasa Arabian Stud and who has two Ansata
Hejazi daughters at the Center, the mares Lamia
Elkuwait and Layali Elkuwait, as well as an Adnan
daughter named Layla Elkuwait. Another important
Dahmeh mare from the Sabah / Bukra family is Ansata
Sherrara (Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Shalimar by Prince Fa
Moniet) who has both an Adnan daughter, Sarah El
Kuwait, and an Ansata Sirius daughter, Shams Elkuwait
at the stud.
The Dahmeh mare Ansata Meryta (Ansata Halim Shah
x JKB Masouda) from the Farida / Halima family, has
bequeathed two daughters to the Center, Mzoon
DISCOVER KUWAIT
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Elkuwait and Manar Elkuwait, both by
Shahin and a granddaughter, Mesk Elkuwait
by Ansata Hejazi out of Mzoon Elkuwait.
Another Ansata-bred mare, also belonging
to the Dahmeh Shahwanieh (El Dahma)
strain, but from the Bint Bint Sabah / Nile

family, the lovely and elegant Ansata White Nile, has also founded an exceptional dam line at the Center, as her daughter Wafaa
Elkuwait by Ansata Hejazi has produced daughters by Adnan
and most recently, Ansata Sirius. Another of her daughters,
Wardah Elkuwait by Ansata Hejazi has produced a beautiful filly
by Ansata Osiron and both young fillies from this family have
bright futures ahead.
The Abbeyan Om Jurays strain, Mona (Inshass) family, is represented at the Center through Alimaar Abayyah (Abraxas
10 DISCOVER KUWAIT
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Halimaar x RXR Farah)
and her daughter by
Shahin, Abla Elkuwait,
who has already produced a
nice Ansata Sirius filly for
the Center. Jude Elkuwait,
by Ansata Osiron, is another daughter of this mare.
Among the important
young mares imported to
the Center are three wonderful fillies from Qatar
which represent the stellar
breeding program of Al
Rayyan. The first is Leila
Al Rayyan, from the
Dahmeh Shahwanieh (El
Dahma) strain, Sabah /
Bukra family, sired by Al
Zeer Al Rayyan out of the
beautiful Al Wajba Al
Rayyan, whose pedigree
reflects three of the most
beautiful straight Egyptian
mares in the world: RN
Farida, Aisha, and Ansata
Sharifa (out of Ansata
Samantha). The second is
the Abbeya filly Ghazalla
Al Rayyan, by Ansata
Sinan out of the Ansata
Halim Shah daughter
Aisha, tracing in tail female to Hanan. Rababa Al
Rayyan, as her name suggests, traces to the Rababa
family of the Saqlawiah
Jidraniyah strain and is a
daughter of Ansata Selman
out of the gorgeous Safir
daughter, Turkiya Al
Rayyan. These young
mares truly represent the
finest of the Al Rayyan
DISCOVER KUWAIT 11
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bloodlines and should be exciting contributors to the
Center's future breeding program. Another young mare of
promise is Zeena Elkuwait, a daughter of Ansata Osiron
who traces in tail female to the Om Dalal branch of the
Saqlawiyah Jidraniyah strain.

Al Arab Stud
One of the most enthusiastic and talented young breeders
in Kuwait is HH Sheikha Sarah Fahed Al Sabah of Al
Arab Stud. Sheikha Sarah obviously did her homework in
the realm of the straight Egyptian horse, as she chose for
her foundation several beautiful and well-bred horses from
the world-renowned Ansata Arabian Stud. Her senior
stallion, Ansata Osiron, is sired by Ansata Iemhotep out of
the exquisite mare, Ansata Selket. His pedigree boasts two
crosses to the immortal Ansata Halim Shah and the tail
female of both his sire and dam traces to *Ansata Bint
Bukra though two influential daughters of Ansata Delilah:
Ansata Sudarra and Ansata Samantha. Handsome and
12 DISCOVER KUWAIT

charismatic, Ansata Osiron is a smooth-bodied stallion
with outstanding movement and gorgeous dark eyes.
Perhaps more importantly, he is already a sire of exceptional foals. Both his colts and fillies are characterized by
extreme type and elegance, bold movement, and his trademark dark eyes and charming expression. They also display the proud attitude and carriage of their sire.
The Ansata-bred mares of Al Arab all hail from the
Dahmeh Shahwanieh strain for which this farm is most
famous. From the Sabah / Bukra family they include the
Ansata Hejazi daughters Ansata Rahmah out of Ansata
KEN Ranya and Ansata Neamet out of Ansata Neoma, as
well as Ansata Neamet's lovely daughter Salwa Al Arab by
Ansata Iemhotep. Al Arab also boasts a rare Ansata
Halim Shah daughter, Ansata Majesty out of Ansata
Malika from the Farida / Halima family, as well as the
Ansata Sinan daughter, Ansata Semiramis out of SH
Alleya from the Farida / Abla family. The successful cross
of Prince Fa Moniet and Ansata Halim Shah is represen-
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ted by the RAS Amala out of Bint Amal, while the
Kuwaiti-bred Ajmal Hejazeiah, out of NK Aischa by
Salaa el Dine, is yet another of the farm's Ansata Hejazi
daughters. Both represent the Abbeyan Om Jurays
strain from the Mona (Inshass) family via Hanan.
Rounding out the broodmare band are two mares
imported from Egypt, including Bashashah by
Rashdan out of the acclaimed EAO mare Tee, descending from Bint Ibtisam, a Saglawieh (Om Dalal) from
the Moniet El Nefous family. An elegant mare with a
long neck, excellent legs and wonderful motion,
Bashashah has already produced an outstanding filly by
Ansata Osiron. With Al Arab's wonderful group of
broodmares and the superb foals by Ansata Osiron, the
future of this breeding program is bright indeed.

Ajmal Stud
Mr. Mohammed Jassim Al Marzouk truly has one of
the most impressive groups of straight Egyptian horses
in the world. His Ajmal Stud is elegantly designed and
the stables, art collection, and horses themselves all
reflect Mohammed's discerning eye for quality. The
14 DISCOVER KUWAIT

head sire at Ajmal is Ansata Hejazi who reigns as the
“King of Kuwait” when it comes to stallions. Just home
from a stellar season in Qatar, Ansata Hejazi is not only
a stunning individual, but a sire of consistent quality
who is certain to leave his mark on the breed. This year
he is joined at Ajmal Stud by Al Kidir, a son of The
Egyptian Prince out of the *Ibn Moniet el Nefous
daughter, AK Khattaara who traces in tail female to the
beautiful Koheilah Rodaniyah mare, *Omnia. It will be
interesting to see the offspring of this stallion whose
blood is strong in the influence of *Morafic and his
famous granddam, Moniet el Nefous. Another impressive sire is the snow white Shahin (Salaa El Dine x
Ameera by Madkour I). He very much resembles his
grandsire Madkour I and is double Hanan in the
second generation of his interesting pedigree. Shahin
has sired some lovely daughters for the Center as well
as other private farms. Another important stallion for
Ajmal Stud was Adnan (Salaa El Dine x Ghazala by
Ghazal) who has sadly gone to greener pastures. He
was first co-owned by Dr. H.J. Nagel and Mohammed.
J. Al Marzouk, and later solely by Ajmal Stud. Adnan,
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although bred similarly to Shahin, differed in type and
confirmation, and looked much like his grandsire. He
produced elegant and refined daughters, several of
which are valuable contributors to the breeding programs of Ezzain Stud, El Adiyat Stud, Al Safinat Farm
and the Arabian Horse Center.
The mares of Ajmal Stud primarily reflect the breeding
program of Ansata Arabian Stud, with daughters of
Ansata Halim Shah, Ansata Iemhotep, Ansata Hejazi,
and Ansata Sirius. Three landmark German programs
also have an influence at Ajmal, with the lovely El Thay
Bint Kamla, a daughter of El Thay Mansour out of
Kamla II by Ansata Halim Shah and her halfsister El
Thay Karubi by Ansata Selman, both from the Dahmeh
Shahwanieh strain, Farida / Halima family, and NK
Aischa (Salaa El Dine x Amarilla by Jamil), an Abeyyah
Om Jurays from the Mona (Inshass) family via the
legendary Hanan, representing Katharinenhof Stud.
Recently, Hamasa Masouda (Maysoun x Nafteta by

Kaisoon), a Saglawieh Jedranieh Ibn Sudan (Om Dalal)
of Moniet El Nefous family, joined the exquisite group
of mares, coming from Dr. Olms Hamasa Arabian
Stud. An additional influence is the renowned Al
Rayyan program, and Ajmal Stud has beautiful representatives of their stallions Alidaar with Jazi Al Rayyan,
out of Ansata Sharifa - Ansata Samantha from the
Dahmeh Shahwanieh strain, Sabah / Bukra family, and
Ashhal Al Rayyan, with Ajmal Farasha, out of Classic
Farida, a Hadbah Enzahieh.
The main influence in the breeding program of Ajmal
Arabian Stud is via the chief sire Ansata Hejazi and a
group of outstanding Ansata mares, like his full sister
Ansata Nefertiti and his daughter, Ansata Samari
(Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Samarra), both from the Bukra
family, and Ansata Malaka (Ansata Halim Shah x
Ansata Malika) from the Farida / Halima family, as well
as her promising son by Ansata Hejazi, Ajmal Al Kout,
a full brother to Ansata Malik Shah.
DISCOVER KUWAIT 15
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There is no doubt that the daughters of Ansata
Hejazi will dominate the future breeding program of
Ajmal Stud. The extremely typey Ajmal Obbeyah
out of NK Aisha, as well Ansata Samari, have already
joined the broodmare barn and several lovely daughters will follow, such as Ajmal Ibtissam, out of Taraf
16 DISCOVER KUWAIT
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Al Naif, representing the Saglawieh Jedranieh ( Om
Dalal) strain, Moniet El Nefous family, and the two full
sisters Ajmal Aariba and Ajmal Nejdeiah, both out of
Najma Al Rayyan (Ansata Iemhotep x Ansata Selket by
Ansata Halim Shah). Several other exquisite mares also
reside at Ajmal Stud, all of which are deserving of a visit
to this influential stud.

El Adiyat Arabians
Named for the noble steeds of war, El Adiyat Arabians,
owned by Mr. Mahmood Al Zubaid, was founded in
1995 and boasts a small, but exceptionally well-bred
group of horses representing the bloodlines of Dr. Hans
Nagel's Katharinenhof Stud of Germany. Like all of the
Kuwaiti breeders, Mahmood is a lively and engaging

host and enjoys presenting his horses himself and their
reaction to their owner indicates they enjoy his company on a regular basis.
The El Adiyat mares represent four classic strains of
Egyptian Arabians - Abeyyan Om Jurays, Dahman
Shahwan, Saqlawi Jidran and Hadban Enzahi. The
Abeyyan Om Jurays strain of the Mona (Inshass) family
via Hanan, is represented by the lovely Nadeema (Salaa
El Dine x Amarilla by Jamil) which was recently sold to
Al Rayyan farm in foal to Ansata Hejazi. A full sister of
this yet unborn foal is enjoying her life at the
Katharinenhof Stud and will soon be bred to one of
their stallions. Her NK Hafid Jamil daughter impresses
all who see her with her beautifully tipped ears, fine
DISCOVER KUWAIT
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nostrils and showy attitude. NK Halla
(Adnan x Asfoura by Ansata Halim
Shah) is the second of this family and,
like Nadeema, boasts three crosses to the
legendary broodmare Hanan as well as
tracing to this mare in the tail female.

The Dahmeh Shahwanieh (El Dahma) strain,
Sabah/Bukra family, is represented via the outstanding
mare Ansata KEN Ranya, which is co owned by the
Katharinenhof and El Adiyat Stud and resides in
Germany. The second of this strain and family is NK
Ahlam (Adnan x Helala by Salaa El Dine), whose pedi-

gree represents a doubling of the legendary sire Salaa El
Dine. The Saqlawi mares include NK Mouna by Jamal El
Dine, tracing to the quintessential Saqlawi mare Moniet
el Nefous, and RN Roba, an Ashhal al Rayyan daughter
out of the EAO-bred Ikhnatoon daughter Rababa. Bint
Nashua is another wonderful example of concentrating
the blood of Hanan, twice through her grandson
Nahaman and once through her granddaughter Nashua.
A charming bay, Bint Nashua traces in tail female to the
Kamla family of the Hadbah Enzahiyah strain.
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Al Safinat Farm
If you have traveled around the world to events
featuring the Egyptian Arabian horse it is likely
you have met Mr. Khaled Ben Shokr, who has
been carefully studying horses and bloodlines
since the inception of his Al Safinat Farm in
1995. Another farm with strong Dahmah families, Al Safinat features two foundation mares
from the Bukra branch, and one each from the
Halima and Nefisa branches of the Farida
family.
In the mid-1990's Khaled Ben Shokr imported three exceptional broodmares from the United States,
each a daughter of a well-known stallion: Dalul, Jamil, and Ruminaja Ali. His Ali daughter, Aliikat
out of Katourah from the Dahmeh Shahwanieh strain, Farida / Nefisa family, has produced three fillies which have been retained by the farm: Adjbah Al Safinat by Ansata Iemhotep; Nefisa Al Safinat
by Ansata Hejazi and Hilala Al Safinat by Adnan. His Jamil daughter, Ansata Exotica out of Ansata
Ghazala, representing the Sabah/Bukra family, has produced Aarak Al Safinat by Alidaar and a lovely
Ansata Hejazi daughter named Kamar Al Safinat, while the bay Dalul daughter, Dal Macharia out of
Macharia, representing the Farida/Halima family, produced the chestnut mare Meshkat Al Safinat by
Ansata Sokar and the grey filly Mezena Al Safinat by Ansata Hejazi. His other mares reflect the breeDISCOVER KUWAIT 19
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ding of Al Rayyan Farm of Qatar and include RN
Rayana by Prince Fa Moniet out of Ansata Sharifa, one
of the “queens” of Al Rayyan. RN Rayana has produced Rana Al Safinat, an Ansata Hejazi daughter, and
Rayan Al Safinat and Rima Al Safinat, a colt and filly
both by Adnan. Representing the Hanan family of the
Abbeyan strain is the young filly RN Ajaayeb, by
Ashhal Al Rayyan out of RN Ajeeba. The farm also
boasts a very impressive Alidaar son, Wahag Al Rayyan
out of Ansata Majesta, who is a powerful half-brother
to the multi-champion Ashhal Al Rayyan and who will
be used for breeding more intensively in the future.

20 DISCOVER KUWAIT

Khaled Ben Shokr is yet another Kuwait breeder who
is honest and open about his horses and his goals in
breeding - which makes a visit to see his farm both
delightful and educational.

Al Jazira Stud
Mr. Talal Abdullah Al Mehri, the owner of Al Jazira
Stud, is serious about the Egyptian Arabian horse,
and has the passion and patience it takes to be a
significant breeder. He truly knows pedigrees and
bloodlines - not only of his own horses, but also of
most of the Egyptian Arabians in the world. In a
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little over a decade, Talal's dedication has resulted in
an amazing group of horses which represent the finest
Egyptian programs in the world.
Al Jazira has precious daughters of many legendary
stallions, including a Salaa el Dine daughter named
Jamala Al Zamet out of Abbas Pasha I -12, a Safir
daughter, Ghowleh Al Rayyan out of Bint Sabah, an

Ansata Halim Shah daughter, RN Marwa, out of
Baheyat Albadeia, and five Ansata Hejazi daughters.
Among them is the queen of Al Jazira Stud, Ansata
Selma, a full sister to Ansata Selman, who has also given
the farm a very elegant and showy filly out of El Thay
Bint Kamla. Other important mares at the farm are
Mezayen Aljazira and Maha Aljazira, both out of RN
DISCOVER KUWAIT 21
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Marwa, Shemayel Aljazira out of Saada Al Rayyan and
Yathreb Aljazira out of Taira by Soufian. There are also
two Adnan daughters, Mesharif Aljazira out of RN
Marwa, and Sara Aljazira out of Ansata Selma.
Interestingly, the farm has two mares bred by the historic Gleannloch Farms - an Amaal daughter Alenah,
who is double *Morafic, and a *Soufian daughter, Taira,
who has produced several foals for the farm.
Talal Al Mehri seems to have a special touch when it
comes to acquiring horses from Al Rayyan and his stud
has an outstanding group of horses from this incredible
program. They include the exciting young stallion
Sinan Al Rayyan, a son of Ansata Sinan out of the
exceptional Safir daughter, Al Wajba Al Rayyan, tracing
back to the queen of Al Rayyan, Ansata Sharifa. This
typy and balanced stallion is already making a name for
himself in Kuwait with his first foal crop, as he produced a consistent group of quality foals with extreme
type, excellent bodies, and exceptional quality. This is
yet another example of the terrific cooperation between
Kuwaiti breeders, as several of the studs in addition to
Al Jazira have had the privilege of using Sinan Al
Rayyan.

22 DISCOVER KUWAIT

Ezzain Stud
No trip to Kuwait would be complete without a visit to
the extraordinary Ezzain Stud. A marvel of design and
innovation, photos of this farm do not prepare one for
the magical experience of an evening visit. The vision
and creativity of the dynamic owner of Ezzain, Mr.
Uzama Al Kazemi, is apparent throughout, and he
takes great joy and pride in showing his horses.
Senior sire at Ezzain is Ansata Al Murtajiz, a magnificent son of Ansata Hejazi out of Ansata Samsara, tracing in tail female to the beautiful Ansata Samantha.
Ezzain Stud has had several impressive offspring by this
young stallion, including his son Suror Ezzain out of
Zahra and two sons Nooreddine Ezzain and Momtaz
Ezzain out of the Katharinenof-bred mares NK Nada
and NK Momtaza. A lovely young colt by Ansata Al
Murtaijz bred at Ezzain was recently named Reserve
National Junior Champion colt in Egypt.
The greatest influence at the farm, however, can immediately be seen when walking down the aisle of the mare
barn. Here, the unique circular designed windows in the
box stalls seem specifically designed to showcase the
extreme faces, tiny ears, and characteristic muzzles
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which typify the famed breeding program of Dr. Hans Nagel
of Katharinenhof Stud. Ezzain has numerous exquisite mares
from the bloodlines of Dr. Nagel, including daughters of
Adnan, like the extremely typy NK Nada out of Nashua, NK
Yasmin out of Helala, Ajmal Sareiah out of Glorietta
Saafarana and Ajmal Ibtehaj out of the black mare Alijamila.
Ibn Nejdy is represented by his daughters NK Hebbattollah
and NK Momtaza out of Sanaya. Salaa el Dine is represented
as a sire via his daughters Salma, out of the Prince Fa Moniet
daughter Ansata Sabika, and Moniet Ezzain, out of NK
Momtaza, as well as by numerous grandchildren.
The farm also boasts a number of the get of HK Hafid Jamil,
whose extreme type and presence has excited breeders around
the world. They include the
sons NK Ezzain, out of NK
Nabeelah, and NK Qaswara,
out of NK Nariman, as well as
his daughters NK Nakeebya,
out of NK Nabeelah, and NK
Jurie, out of NK Nariman by
Salaa El Dine. These are just a
few examples, and the collection is quite impressive when
seen in its entirety. In addition,
Ezzain has recently purchased
a full brother to Jamaal El Din,
which will be an exciting addition to the breeding program.
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Al Sharq Farm
Al Sharq Farm, owned by Mr. Talal Al Nisf, is located
at another beautifully-designed facility with open and
airy stalls and a lovely viewing arena. It also includes an
elegant villa and reception area intended for human
guests, although the brave mare Ansata Nawarra did
agree to step inside
for a wonderful
photo session with
Gigi Grasso! The
spirit of Kuwaiti
cooperation is very
much alive here as
well, since Talal
co-owns the facility in partnership

with his lifelong friend, Mr. Alaa A Roumi of Al Rayah
Stud.
In addition to Ansata Nawarra, a Prince Fa Moniet
daughter out of an Ansata Halim Shah daughter, the
broodmares of Al Sharq feature three mares bred by Al
Rayyan Stud from three
of the most notable
Qatari stallions. The
first is Mouna Al
Rayyan, an Alidaar
daughter out of Bint
Sabah, joined by the Al
Adeed Al Shaqab
daughter, Amira Al
Rayyan out of Bint Bint
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El Araby and the Ashhal Al Rayyan daughter, Farasha Al Rayyan out of
Classic Farida These mares have been excellent producers with Ansata
Hejazi, and Al Sharq has thus far retained two offspring from this cross,
Zaafarana Al Sharq out of Amira Al Rayyan, a lovely filly, and Wadah Al
Sharq out of Mouna Al Rayyan, a very impressive colt with a bright future. In addition, Amira Al Rayyan has also produced a beautiful colt by Sinan
Al Rayyan who is worth watching for the future.
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Al Rayah Arabian Stud
Like almost all in Kuwait, the horses of Al
Rayah Arabian Stud demonstrate the careful attention of their owner, Mr. Alaa Al
Roumi, to pedigrees and strain, as well as
the quality of the individuals themselves.
Two mares from Ansata Arabian Stud,
Ansata Majestic and Ansata Sabika, are
important broodmares for Al Rayah and
both represent the extremely successful
cross of Prince Fa Moniet on Ansata
Halim Shah daughters. Ansata Sabika has
two young daughters that will become
wonderful future mares for Al Rayah,
Jamila Al Rayah by NK Hafid Jamil, and
Jawharat Al Rayah by Ansata Hejazi.
Ansata Majestic produced an exceptional
filly this year by the exciting young sire
Sinan Al Rayyan. Al Rayah also has a
young mare bred by Ajmal Stud, Ajmal
Wafra, an Ansata Hejazi daughter out of
Ansata Shalimar. Gazalah, an Al Adeed Al

Shaqab daughter of of Nejdia by Nejdy is another young
mare at Al Rayah. At the age of 22 years, Malaka, by
Ansata Halim Shah out of KIS Mahiba, is the senior
mare at this lovely farm and keeps everything under
control in the mare barn. Now in foal to Ansata Hejazi,
she is enjoying her life and is especially looked after as
the supreme broodmare at Al Rayah.
This delightful group of horses, along with those of Al
Sharq Stud, are typically presented together in the beau26 DISCOVER KUWAIT

tiful setting of the facility co-owned by the two enthusiastic breeders. It is a joy to see the group and also experience the level of friendship between Alaa Al Roumi
and Talal Al Nisf, who speak of all of the horses with
pride - and not just those they own. This is a perfect
representation of the feeling through Kuwait. A beautiful Arabian foal, a great stallion, or a treasured broodmare mare, regardless of ownership, is a source of pride
and honor for all Kuwaitis.
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Asayel Stud
Another Kuwaiti-owned stud located in Egypt is that of Mr. Khaled
Al Nughemshi, whose horses have
been extremely successful in the
show rings of that country. Mr. Al
Nughemshi was fortunate to acquire foundation stock from the
Egyptian breeder Dr. Aly Abdel
Rahim, including the stallion
Montasir (El Hadiyyah x Maysa), a
grandson of both *Ansata Ibn
Halima and *Magidaa and the
Babolna-bred mare Lemya B
(Madkour I x 224 Ibn Galal I).
Asayel also has several horses bred
by Ezzain Stud, including colts and
28 DISCOVER KUWAIT
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stallions by Salaa El Dine, Ansata Al Murtajiz and NK Hafid Jamil.
The broodmare band at Alsayel is also quite impressive, with a full sister to Ansata Al Murtajiz, the lovely Ansata
Suleyma, and Lubna RHM, a daughter of Montasir out of Lemya B. The bloodlines of Dr. Nagel's program are also
represented by Najeiah, a double Salaa El Dine granddaughter, as well as by several Egyptian-sired mares bred by
Ezzain Stud. So, for those traveling to Egypt, there is also a good opportunity to visit two Kuwaiti breeders with outstanding horses.
DISCOVER KUWAIT 29
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Al Kharafi Arabians
Mr. Talal Al Kharafi is yet another of Kuwait's young and enthusiastic breeders.
While some of his horses are in Kuwait, he also has a farm in Egypt where the majority of his horses reside. The senior sire of the farm is the exceptionally well-bred and
beautiful Ajmal Sinan. Bred by Ajmal Stud, his sire is the “King of Kuwait,” Ansata
30 DISCOVER KUWAIT
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Hejazi. His dam, Sanana, was bred
by Dr. Hans Nagel of Germany
and traces in tail female to the
immortal mare Moniet el Nefous
Ajmal Sinan, who was named a
Reserve Junior Champion Colt in
Egypt as a two-year old, has matured into a stallion with beautiful
balance and a powerful masculinity. Al Kharafi already has some
outstanding foals by Ajmal Sinan,
including the filly Jude Al Kharafi
out of the Adl daughter Roufeya.
Another filly, Reem Al Kharafi, is
also out of an EAO-bred mare,
Reema.
The blood of Imperial Madheen
also features prominently in the Al
Kharafi program with the mares
Teeb Al Wadi and ZT Mirqaash,
both selected to be bred to Ajmal
Sinan. In addition to an emphasis
on type and quality, Talal Al
Kharafi pays special attention to
movement in his breeding program as he believes this is a vital
characteristic of Arabian type.
The next few years should be an
exciting time for Al Kharafi
Arabians if the first few foals of
Ajmal Sinan are any indication.
DISCOVER KUWAIT 31
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It is impossible to mention all the wonderful
horses of Kuwait, each of which is deserving
of a visit. The Kuwaiti breeders, who are
marvelous hosts, invite you to enjoy their
hospitality and friendship and give them the
pleasure of showing their horses to those who
share the same passion. One thing is certain
- you will have an unforgettable visit!.
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Things to Know Before Your Visit to Kuwait
Location:

Middle East, bordering the Arabian
Gulf between Iraq and the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia
Size:
17,820 sq km
Population: 2,418,393
Language:
Arabic (official), English widely
spoken
Government: Constitutional monarchy with the first
directly elected parliament in the
Arabian Gulf countries. Chief of state
is Amir Sabah al-Ahmad al-Jabir al
Sabah, with Crown Prince Nawaf alAhmad al-Sabh and Prime
Minister:
Prime Minister Nasir al-Muhammad
al-Ahmad al-Sabah
Under
Industries:
Petroleum, petrochemicals, cement,
shipbuilding and repair, desalination,
food processing, construction materials
Climate:
October through December the weather
in Kuwait is lovely, varying from
about 35°C in October down to 20°C
in December. In January through
March temperatures may go as low as
10°C, so jackets and coats are necessary!
Temperatures begin to rise again in

34 DISCOVER KUWAIT

Currency:

Visas:

How to Get
There:

April, however remember that nights
in the desert in both springtime and
fall may be quite cool. Summer months
(June - September) may be quite hot
with temperatures reaching 42°C or
above. Humidity may also be high for
periods during this time.
Kuwaiti Dinar, which is divided into
1,000 fils. Major credit cards and travelers cheques widely accepted.
Required for all but GCC citizens;
available upon arrival in airport for
citizens of most countries.

Several major airlines have regular
service to Kuwait from Europe and the
U.S., including British Airways,
Lufthansa, and KLM. It is also easy
to reach Kuwait from other Gulf countries using Kuwait Air, Emirates Air,
Qatar Airways, Gulf Air, etc.
Where to Stay: Kuwait has a number of excellent
hotels including the Kuwait Resort
Hilton, Sheraton Kuwait Hotel &
Towers, JW Marriott, Courtyard by
Marriott and several others.
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Contact Information for the Kuwait
Arabian Horse Center:
Kuwait Arabian Horse Center
Hunting & Equestrian Club
Attn: Mr. Klaus Beste
P. O. Box 22436
Safat 13085
KUWAIT
Tel: +965.476.0632 or Fax: +965.476.0898
Office Hours: Saturday - Wednesday
8:30 am -12:30 pm, 4:30 pm - 7:30pm
e-mail: arabianhorsecenter@hotmail.com
Arabian Horse Committee for the Kuwait
Arabian Horse Center:
HH Sheikha Sarah Fahad al Sabah, Chairperson
Mr. Mohammed Jassim Al Marzouk
Mr. Abdullah Nayef Albraihi, Registrar
Mr. Mahmoud Al Zubaid
Mr. Talal Al Mehri
Mr. Khalid Mohammed Al Khurafi
Mr. Khaled Ahmed Al Darwish
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Designed by DESERT HERITAGE TEAM
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(Adnan x Wafaa Elkuwait by Ansata Hejazi)

(Ansata Hejazi x Ansata White Nile by Prince Fa Moniet)
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(Adnan x Ansata Sherrara by Ansata Hejazi)

(Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Shalimar by Prince Fa Moniet)

HUNTING & EQUESTRIAN CLUB
ARABIAN HORSE CENTER
P.O. Box 22436 - Safat 13085 - Kuwait
Phone: 00965 4760632 - Fax: 00965 4760898
e-mail: arabianhorsecenter@hotmail.com
website: www.kuwaitarabianhorsecenter.com
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AnsataOsiron

(Ansata Iemhotep x Ansata Selket)
Stallion
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Salma
El Kuwait

(Ansata Osiron x Layali El Kuwait)
Filly

Dana El Kuwait

(Ansata Osiron x Warda El Kuwait)
Filly
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Safir Al Arab

(Ansata Osiron x Ansata Semeramis)
Colt
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Boushara Al Arab
(Ansata Osiron x Bashasha)
Filly

Al Arab Stud

P.O. Box 3389 Safat - Kuwait
e-mail: alarabstud@hotmail.co.uk
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Designed by DESERT HERITAGE TEAM
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(Ansata Halim Shah x Ansata Sudarra)

P.O. Box 3131 Safat, 13032 Kuwait - Tel. (965) 240 1445 - Fax (965) 242 4132 - E-mail: ajmalarabianstud@hotmail.com
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Designed by DESERT HERITAGE TEAM
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(Alidaar x Bint Sabah) by Ibn Nazeena

(Ansata Hejazy x Mouna Al Rayyan) by Alidaar
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(Ansata Hejazy x amira Al Rayyan) by Al Aadeed Al Shaqab

(Al Aadeed Al Shaqab x Bint Bint Alaraby) by Madkour I

Owner: Talal Khaled Al Nisf
P.O. Box 24989 - Safat 13110 - Kuwait
Tel. +965 6642000 - Fax +965 2459079
E-mail: alsharg-farm@hotmail.com
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Designed by DESERT HERITAGE TEAM
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(Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Shalimar)
by Prince Fa Moniet
(NK Hafid Jamill x Ansata Sabika) by Prince Fa Moniet

MR. ALAA HAMAD AL ROUMI
House No. 25, Street No. 3, Block No. 5 - Surra - Kuwait
Tel. +965 9033465 - Fax +965 2402085
E-mail: al_rayahstud@yahoo.com
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(Al Adeed Al Shaqab
x Najdiyah) by Nejdy

(Ansata Hejazi x Ansata Sabika)
by Prince Fa Moniet

(Ansata Halim Shah x Kis Mahiba)
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Ansata Exotica, born 1986 by Jamill out of Ansata Ghazala, bred by
Ansata Arabian Stud
Aliikat, born 1989, by Ruminaja Ali out of Katourah,
bred by the Jones family, USA

Rana Al Safinat, born 2001 by Ansata Hejazi out of RN Rayana,
bred and owned by Al Safinat Farm

Al Saf inat

Farm

Mr. Khaled Ben Shokr
P.O. Box 158 - Sura - Kuwait - 45702
e-mail : wafraII@yahoo.com

Wahag Al Rayyan, stallion, born 2001 by Alidaar out of
Ansata Majesta, bred by Al Rayyan Farm
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Kamar Al Safinat, born
2005, by Ansata Hejazi
out of Ansata Exotica,
bred and owned by Al
Safinat Farm

Nefisa Al Safinat, born 2001, by Ansata Hejazi out of
Aliikat, bred and owned by Al Safinat Farm
Rayan Al Safinat, colt,
born 2002, by Adnan out of
RN Rayana, bred and
owned by Al Safinat Farm

Rima Al Safinat, born 2004, by Adnan out of RN Rayana,
bred and owned by Al Safinat Farm

Adjbah Al Safinat, born 2000, by Ansata Iemhotep out of Aliikat,
bred and owned by Al Safinat Farm

RN Rayana, born 1994, by Prince Fa Moniet out of Ansata
Sherifa, bred by Al Rayyan Farm
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Adnan (Salaaeldin x Ghazallah) x Asfoura (H. Shah x Ameera)
Strain: Obeyan Om Jerais

El Adiyat Arabians
OWNER: MAHMOUD AL ZUBAID/SINCE 1995 - BREEDER: DR. HANS NAGEL
P.O. BOX 207 - SURRA 45703 - KUWAIT
TEL. +965 4311685 - FAX +965 4312295 - E-MAIL: aic@aickuwait.com
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Bint El Nil
(Pva Kariim x Nile Allure)

P.O. Box 33273 - Rowda - 73453 - Kuwait
e-mail: alkharafiarabians@hotmail.com
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